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1 Introduction
Yamada and Tohkura [6] found that when Japanese

subjects are forced to choose between \R" and \L" re-
sponses, they seem to set criteria for their decisions based
on the range of stimuli they hear in a block of trials.
When Yamada and Tohkura presented subjects with only
the /r/-side of a synthesized /r/-/l/ continuum, subjects
classi�ed many more of the /r/-side stimuli as "L" than
when they heard the /r/-side stimuli presented with the
full stimulus set. Yamada and Tohkura concluded that
Japanese subjects perceive /r/ and /l/ continuously, and
when they are forced to choose between \R" and \L" re-
sponses, they attempt to �nd criteria for their decisions
that result in approximately balanced numbers of \R"
and \L" responses.

Previously [3], we have reported experiments in which
we measured Japanese subjects' rate of \R" response
(how often they respond \R" on all trials, including in-
correct responses) when they listened to stimuli produced
by a single talker, and when they listened to stimuli pro-
duced by several talkers mixed in random order. While
the overall rate of \R" response did not change between
talker conditions, the rate for some talkers increased or
decreased signi�cantly between talker conditions: some
talkers were \R-like," in that subjects were more likely
to label their productions of both /r/ and /l/ as \R"
when their productions were mixed with other talkers'
productions, and some talkers were \L-like."

We hypothesized that native speakers' \R-L" decisions
take into account momentary changes in talker character-
istics. Various results indicate that when subjects listen
to native-language stimuli, a change in talker requires
them to normalize the characteristics of the new talker
(i.e., to \tune" to the new talker; see [4, 1]). Japanese
subjects, in contrast, develop criteria based on the range
of cues to /r/ and /l/ they hear in a session. That is,
they adapt to the range of available cues rather than the
relative trade-o�s in cues that accompany talker changes
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(as suggested by Nusbaum and Lee [5]).

2 Experiment: E�ects of Proportion
Our explanations of previous results have rested on the

assumption that Japanese subjects expect to hear equal
numbers of /r/s and /l/s in an experimental setting, and
choose criteria for \R-L" decisions that divide the range
of cues they are hearing into two categories of roughly
equal numbers. This assumption has been tested with
synthetic speech [6] but not with natural speech. We
tested this assumption by manipulating the proportion
of /r/s and /l/s subjects heard. We predicted, in ac-
cordance with our previous explanations, that Japanese
subjects' rates of \R" response would not be a�ected by
the proportion manipulation. We also manipulated talker
condition (stimuli from single talkers blocked vs. stimuli
from multiple talkers mixed), in order to replicate earlier
results. To ensure that any e�ects observed were not ar-
tifacts of talker intelligibility or the task, we conducted
the same experiment with native speakers of American
English. In order to avoid ceiling e�ects in accuracy, the
stimuli native speakers of American English heard were
degraded. We predicted that the proportion manipula-
tion would a�ect American English subjects' rates of \R"
response.

2.1 Method
2.1.1 Subjects

Two groups of subjects participated in the experiment.
A group of 15 native speakers of Japanese who had never
lived abroad and had no history of hearing or speech dis-
orders, and a group of 5 native speakers of American En-
glish (AE subjects) with no history of hearing or speech
disorders.
2.1.2 Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of sixty minimal pairs of mono-
syllabic English words which contrast /r/ and /l/ in ini-
tial position (e.g., \rate" vs. \late"). We selected the
productions of three native speakers of American En-
glish (AE) used by Magnuson and Yamada [3]; two of
the talkers appeared \R-like" in their experiments, and
one appeared \L-like." These talkers were from a set
previously recorded and used by Logan et al. [2]. The
stimuli were the same for both sets of subjects, except
that we added noise to the stimuli used for the American
English subjects to prevent their accuracy from staying
at ceiling level. We added noise by randomly choosing
15% of the samples of each stimulus, and changing the
sign of those samples. This results in \noisy," degraded
stimuli. Pilot studies showed that the 15% degradation
consistently results in accuracy levels of 70% to 80% with
AE subjects.
2.1.3 Procedure

We manipulated talker condition (blocked versus
mixed) and proportion of /r/s and /l/s. There were three
levels of the proportion manipulation: equal (50% /r/s,
50% /l/s), more R (70% /r/s, 30% /l/s), and more L

(70% /l/s, 30% /r/s). Thus, each subject participated in
six blocks: blocked-equal, mixed-equal, blocked-more R,
mixed-more R, blocked-more L, and mixed-more L.

In previous experiments some subjects have taken
more than 30 trials to adjust to a change in range. To



prevent confounding adjustments to talkers with adjust-
ments to proportions, each block was made up of two
sequences of stimuli, parts A and B (see Figure 1). For
the blocked condition, two lists of 30 stimuli were ran-
domly generated from the set of 60 stimuli for each talker.
For both lists, the proportion of /r/s and /l/s was based
on the proportion condition. The �rst 90 stimuli of each
blocked condition consisted of 30 stimuli from an \R-like"
talker, followed by 30 stimuli from the \L-like" talker, fol-
lowed by 30 stimuli from the other \R-like" talker.

The sequence of the last 90 stimuli (part B) was sim-
ilar { 30 \R-like," 30 \L-like", 30 \R-like" { but was
generated from a second list of 30 stimuli for each talker.
Mixed blocks were generated by randomizing the order
of part A of the appropriate blocked-talker block, and
following that sequence by part B of the appropriate
blocked-talker block in random order. Analyses were
based only on the last 90 responses in each block.
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Figure 1. Control of talker condition and proportion

manipulations. In the blocked condition, stimuli were

blocked by talker. In the mixed condition, the stimuli

from the two blocked sequences were randomly ordered.

2.2 Results
An analysis of the rate of \R" response (how often sub-

jects responded \R" on all trials { including correct and
incorrect responses) reveals a signi�cant e�ect of talker
(F(2,28)=12.169, p=.0002). Con�rming previous results,
subjects responded \R" most often to the talkers we had
identi�ed as \R-like" in previous experiments, and less
often to the \L-like" talker. There was also a signi�-
cant interaction of talker and talker condition (blocked
or mixed). The pattern of greater rates of \R" response
for \R-like" talkers was augmented by the talker condi-
tion manipulation (see Figure 2).

An analysis of variance in rate of \R" response of
AE subjects shows that, unlike Japanese subjects, AE
subjects' rate of \R" response changed signi�cantly in
response to changes in proportion of /r/s and /l/s
(F(2,8)=8.012, p=.0123; see Figure 3).

An analysis of variance comparing rate of \R" response
for Japanese and AE subjects shows a signi�cant e�ect
of native language (F(1,18)=4.729, p=.043), and a sig-
ni�cant interaction of proportion and native language

(F(2,36)=10.164, p=.0003; see Figure 3).

3 Discussion
The signi�cant di�erence in Japanese subjects' rate of

\R" response from blocked to mixed conditions con�rms
previous �ndings (e.g., [3]), that Japanese subjects are
not sensitive to variability due to talker changes when
making \R-L" decisions. In addition, Japanese subjects'
rate of \R" response did not change when the propor-
tion of /r/ and /l/ stimuli was changed, although the
AE subjects' rate of \R" response did. These results
con�rm previous �ndings that Japanese subjects adapt
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Figure 2. Interaction of talker and talker condition in

Japanese subjects' rate of \R" response.
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Figure 3. E�ect of proportion on rate of \R" response.

to changes in the range of cues available for \R-L" de-
cisions by setting criteria that divide the range of cues
into two categories, rather than adapting to changes in
talker characteristics [6, 3] (e.g., normalizing talker dif-
ferences). Indeed, the demonstration that Japanese sub-
jects are not sensitive to momentary stimulus-intrinsic
(talker changes) or longer-term stimulus-extrinsic (pro-
portion of /r/s and /l/s) changes in cues to /r/ and /l/
strongly indicates that Japanese subjects are developing
novel mappings from the range of cues they hear in each
session to \R" and \L" categories.
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